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Why we should care that UM maintains our digital future



Why digital content is challenging to preserve1



THE MANY CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL

SCALE Everyone is creating digital content contributing to the problem of 
far too much information to manage.

ACCESS It’s machine-dependent so retrieving digital content requires 
using and maintaining hardware and (often) software.

OBSOLESCENCE Technology is rapidly changing and organizations 
experience turnover making it difficult to continually maintain long-term 
access.

DISCOVERY Meaningful access requires examining each file to provide 
metadata for discovery purposes.

COMPLEXITY It can be very complex and dynamic forcing additional 
consideration on what and when to preserve.



THE MANY CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL

DISASTER Servers are physical machines so they are subject to natural 
and man-made disasters, even dust.

SECURITY Managing who has access to what, especially when considering 
privacy and risk of intentional deletion, requires a system of permissions 
control.

DEGRADATION Digital content is vulnerable; if not actively monitored for 
integrity, it can “rot” - the term is actually bit rot.

INVESTMENT The challenges of preserving digital is difficult to grasp and 
overwhelming to consider so decision-makers often prioritize issues of 
“the now” (convenience and immediate access) rather than the future 
(long-term access), but the future is now.



DISASTER AT SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY

DIGITAL LIBRARY CONTENT LOSS

Servers containing both 
copies of some digital 
collections content were 
inside the “IT closet” 
causing complete loss of 
these digital files. This fire 
occurred just prior to SLU’s 
Bicentennial year.



LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES AS KNOWLEDGE CENTERS

Historically, LIBRARIES and ARCHIVES have been situated at the 
center of knowledge preservation and creation, serving a distinct 
role to preserve and provide access to the historical record for 
research and study.

As we consider the challenges of preserving or providing LONG-
TERM ACCESS to DIGITAL CONTENT (think 15+ years from now), our 
traditional preservation principles still apply. However, the 
successful and sustainable preservation of digital content will take 
additional TECHNOLOGY, RESOURCES, and ORGANIZATIONAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE. 



What it takes to preserve digital content2



DIGITAL PRESERVATION IS THE ACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF DIGITAL 
CONTENT OVER TIME TO ENSURE ONGOING ACCESS.

ORGANIZATION Includes the policies, 
procedures, practices, people.

TECHNOLOGY Consists of the requisite 
equipment, software, hardware, a 
secure environment, and skills to 
establish and maintain the digital 
preservation program.

RESOURCES Addresses the requisite 
startup, ongoing, and contingency 
funding to enable and sustain the 
digital preservation program.

Reproduction of content and image concept used with permission from Nancy McGovern.



THE COST OF DOING NOTHING

OPPORTUNITY Are we losing out on grants and partnerships? Can we leverage our 
expertise to better support and serve Missouri communities’ post-custodial needs?

FINANCIAL & LEGAL  Are we risking litigation because we don’t have our administrative 
house in order? Are we investing in preventing the high costs associated with a lack of 
easy access to our own records?

HUMAN PROGRESS & CULTURAL MEMORY  Are we contributing to the digital dark age? Are we 
willing to risk losing our digital content? Are we threatening to erode our institutional 
mission to “discover, disseminate, preserve, and apply knowledge?”

REPUTATION Are we okay with lagging behind other comparable peer institutions in 
addressing this issue?

TRUST What happens when we lose the assets of our donors? What happens when we 
can’t retrieve material requested by faculty, students, and researchers?

ENVIRONMENTAL Are we contributing to a digital footprint with huge environmental 
impacts because we haven’t invested in active selection?



REPUTATION

Average of 13.6 FTE working in digital preservation activities, 

but indicated that ideally, they would double that to 27.5 FTE

--Staffing for Effective Digital Preservation 2017: An NDSA Report

TOTAL FTE FOR UM SYSTEM?

We don’t know.



Digital preservation at UMKC: present & future3



WHO WE ARE

LABUDDE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS Manuscript and special print collections documenting Kansas 
City history and music

GAY AND LESBIAN ARCHIVE OF MID AMERICA Regional Midwest gay and lesbian community 
collections

MARR SOUND ARCHIVES The American experience as reflected in recorded sound, primarily 
radio broadcasts, Kansas City music, and Kansas City history

UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES Institutional papers and records of UMKC

MOSPACE Creative and scholarly works and other resources created by faculty, students, 
and staff 

DIGITAL ARCHIVES & STEWARDSHIP Non-acquisitional unit that preserves and facilitates access 
to the digital content in the other library units



RISK BY THE NUMBERS

WHAT IS 1 TERABYTE, REALLY?



UMKC SPECIAL COLLECTIONS & ARCHIVES HAS

Over 1 million files or 32 TB of born-digital and 
reformatted digital content

Almost 25 TB of born-digital content on 
removable media that remains inaccessible and 
potentially unreadable without costly 
intervention

Less than 2 TB of our digital holdings is available 
online for researchers



PROJECTED GROWTH OF THE MARR SOUND ARCHIVES

340 TB of server space is needed to address 
current audiovisual holdings that are considered 
at risk or in need of digital conversion

In the past 10 years, 25,000 at risk AV materials
were added or approximately 150 TB if converted 
to digital

Last year alone, the sound archive acquired 
almost 15,000 digital files from KCUR



WHAT WE’VE DONE SO FAR

White paper, “Are 
we good digital 
stewards?”

Adoption of UM Libraries 
Digital Preservation 
Principles

3 copies of digital 
content, two in Columbia 
and one in Kansas City

Formation of shared system-
wide libraries’ digital 
preservation planning group

Assessment of digital 
preservation systems at 
UMKC; checking file integrity

Digital curation 
workstation to address 
removable media



WHAT WE NEED TO DO: A CALL TO ACTION

Create a robust, sustainable program to effectively steward and 
provide long-term access to digital content as a UM system 
initiative, creating buy-in from the top down and bottom up, with 
SHARED and DISTRIBUTED RESOURCES across the system.



WHAT WE NEED TO DO: A CALL TO ACTION

SHARED APPROACH

A shared approach addresses our need for a comprehensive digital 
preservation policy, engages key partners such as the Division of IT, 

and leverages efficiency for addressing shared issues.

DISTRIBUTED APPROACH

A distributed approach utilizing local university resources is required to 
address issues of scale in carrying out the ongoing activities for at risk 

digital content using accepted standards and best practices.



RESOURCES

Interview by Adam Wernick, from the PRI Science Friday episode, “Scientist warn we may be creating a ‘digital dark age’” aired January 1, 2018. 

https://www.pri.org/stories/2018-01-01/scientists-warn-we-may-be-creating-digital-dark-age

Story and interview by Eric Weiner, from the NPR Morning Edition episode, “Will future historians consider these days the digital dark ages?,” aired January 

4, 2016. https://www.npr.org/2016/01/04/461878724/will-future-historians-consider-these-times-the-digital-dark-ages

“Small fire at St. Louis University library,” FOX2now.com, aired on January 3, 2018. https://fox2now.com/2018/01/03/small-fire-at-saint-louis-university-

library/

Definition of digital preservation from Library of Congress, National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program, now the National Digital 

Stewardship Alliance. http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/about/

“Where to Begin?” in Digital Preservation Management: Implementing Short-Term Strategies for Long-Term Problems, Online Tutorial, Cornell University 

Library, 2003. http://www.dpworkshop.org/dpm-eng/conclusion.html. Reproduction of content and image used with permission from Nancy McGovern.

Atkins, Winston, Carol Kussmann, Katherine Kim, and Aliya Reich. 2018. “Staffing for Effective Digital Preservation 2017: An NDSA Report.” OSF. February 

12. https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/3RCQK

For more on environmental impacts, “Sustainable Digital Scholarship: Shrinking our Footprint, Broadening our Impact,” by Stacie Williams, October 5, 2017 

in Medium:On Archivy. https://medium.com/on-archivy/sustainable-digital-scholarship-the-limitations-of-space-662627e19e37

Derived from “A terabyte of storage space: How much is too much?” by Kelly Brown, University of Oregon. https://aimblog.uoregon.edu/2014/07/08/a-

terabyte-of-storage-space-how-much-is-too-much/

Rodriguez, Sandy. “Are we good digital stewards?” University of Missouri (System), University of Missouri Digital Library Working Group, June 16, 2015. 

https://hdl.handle.net/10355/48074
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